
Orange Tree Events

HELLS BELLS

An event that will enable the teams to answer the question posed: 

“ At what hour, on what day did Sir Richard the Very Brave rescue his 
beloved from the clutches of the Evil Duc de Coq Noir?’’

A high-class, indoor product with a toy box feel that offers intrigue, ingenuity and 
invention, while pushing the boundaries of balance, logic, gravity, kinetic energy and 
the uses of plywood! 

THE FORMAT

The First Challenge you encounter is in the form of 12 booklets containing all manner of 
pictorial, verbal, logical and musical information. 

These enable you to piece together a story line set in medieval times. 

The Second Challenge is the assembly of 12 beautifully coloured sculptures with each 
‘sculpture’ forming a "working machine" in its own right 

The Finale to the event comes when you set the sculptures into a completed giant 3D-floor 
puzzle. 

Assuming the teams have followed the trail of clues correctly and constructed the sculptures in 
the correct manner, setting the jousting knight in motion triggers a chain reaction. The 
sculptures automatically and sequentially enact the deduced story line in an ingeniously 
theatrical manner. 

The ending is spectacular and immensely satisfying for the participants, resulting in a genuine 
(and well-earned) sense of achievement! 

Hells Bells requires group cooperation to be successfully achieved and teams attempting to 
work in isolation will soon discover that the whole is truly greater than the sum of the parts!

For more information or to request a quote,
go to www.orange-tree-events.co.uk or call us on 01344 297433

EVENT DETAILS: 

Venues : 
Wraysbury Lake 
Any suitable indoor venue.


Group size : 
10 - 100


Team size : 
2 - 10


Duration : 
Approx 3 Hours


Benefits : 
Fun

Engaging & Interactive

Stunning outcome

Group bonding

Relaxing & rewarding


What’s Included: 

Helpful & informed 
instructors

Logistics Organised

All equipment & materials

Event manager

£5m PL Insurance

And of course Fresh Air

http://www.orange-tree-events.co.uk
http://www.orange-tree-events.co.uk

